
Time-lapse Photography: A Complete Introduction is a technical and practical time-lapse tutorial guidebook for all skill levels designed to get you out the door and shooting now! Learn time-lapse with easy to understand examples, workflows, walkthroughs and diagrams covering basic and advanced topics. We’ll learn time-lapse step-by-step to create maximum understanding with minimum time spent away from your camera. Understand time-lapse photography and start shooting now. We’ll explore: Time-lapse gear from basic to advanced: tripods, intervalometers, DSLR cameras and lenses Balancing time-lapse image settings Shooting time-lapse: composition and exposure Preventing timelapse flicker Creating the time-lapse movie: codecs and, frame rates, software workflows and walkthroughs Time-lapse challenges: Astrophotography time-lapse, flicker free day to night transitions, HDR timelapses and time-lapse motion control devices Includes quick reference summaries and checklists 149 pages in length
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